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Abstract 
We study the weak solvability of an interior linear-nonlinear transmission problem arising in steady heat transfer and 
potential theory. For the variational formulation, we use a Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping on the interface, which is 
obtained from the application of the boundary integral method to the linear domain, and we utilize a mixed finite element 
method in the nonlinear egion. Existence and uniqueness of solution for the continuous formulation are provided and 
general approximation results for a fully discrete Galerkin method are derived. In particular, a compatibility condition 
between the mesh sizes involved is deduced in order to conclude the solvability and stability of this Galerkin scheme. 
(~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The combination of the finite element method with the boundary integral equation method has 
been extensively applied to solve several kinds of interior and exterior nonlinear-linear transmission 
problems. This includes the utilization of displacement-type finite elements and mixed finite elements, 
as well (see, e.g. [1, 6, 9-14], and the references therein). 
Now, in the recent works [2, 8] we have combined a mixed finite element method with suitable 
Dirichlet-to-Neumann mappings to study the weak solvability and Galerkin approximations of exte- 
rior nonlinear-linear transmission problems in potential theory and elastostatics. It is worth remarking 
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that in both cases, and due to the exterior nature of the problems, one can choose a sufficiently large 
circle F as an additional interface boundary which allows to obtain an explicit formula for the 
Neumann data on F in terms of the corresponding Dirichlet data. More precisely, in [2] we used 
the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping from [9, 1 8] giving the normal derivative in terms only of the 
hypersingular boundary integral operator acting on the Dirichlet data. Similarly, in [8] we considered 
the Fourier series expansion from [16] expressing the tractions in terms of the displacements. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the joint applicability of mixed finite elements and Dirichlet- 
to-Neumann methods to solve interior linear-nonlinear t ansmission problems. To this end, we con- 
sider as a model the interior analogue of the problem studied in [2] which arises in steady heat 
transfer and potential theory. We note in this case that the resulting Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping 
reduces to an implicit formula since the normal derivative on F appears as the solution of a boundary 
integral equation with the Dirichlet data on the right-hand side of it. The rest of our analysis follows 
very closely what we did in [2, 11-13], and hence we omit several details in some of the proofs. 
It is important o observe that, because of the implicit Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping, the usual 
Galerkin scheme must be replaced by a non-conforming one which depends on two finite element 
subspaces. A compatibility condition between the corresponding mesh sizes is needed to guarantee 
the solvability and stability of this modified discrete scheme. 
The rest of the paper is presented as follows. In Section 2 we describe our interior linear-nonlinear 
transmission problem and reduce it to an equivalent nonlocal boundary value problem. The weak 
formulation and the corresponding results on existence and uniqueness of solution are given in 
Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we introduce the Galerkin schemes, study their solvability and 
provide the error estimates. 
2. The transmission problem 
Let f20 be a bounded simply connected region in R 2 with Lipschitz continuous boundary F. 
Also, let f2 be the annular region bounded by F and another Lipschitz closed curve F~ whose 
interior contains ~0. Further, let FD and FN be two disjoint subsets of F~ such that Fl = /~D U 
/~N. In addition, let ai" ~ × Rz---~R, i = 1,2 be nonlinear mappings atisfying the same regularity 
assumptions pecified in [2] (Carath6odory condition, growth condition, strong monotonicity and 
Lipschitz-continuity). Then, given ( f ,  g ) eL 2 (f2) x H - 1/2 (FN ), we consider the following transmission 
problem: Find (Uo, U) ¢ HI(f20) x Hi(f2) such that 
d ivao=O in Y2o, 
Uo=U and a0"v=a 'v  on F, 
-d iva=f  in f2, 
u=0 on FD and ,7 .n=g on Fy, 
(2.1) 
where v and n denote the unit outward normals to 0g20 and 0~2 (note that n=-v  on F), respectively, 
and a0, a are given by 
al(., ~Tu)] 
a0=~Tu0 in ~20, ~-- in f2. 
L a2(', ~Tu)J 
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In order to derive the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping on F, we first apply the boundary integral 
equation method in f20. In fact, using the Green representation formula for the harmonic function 
u0, the jump properties of the boundary potentials and the transmission conditions from (2.1), we 
get the identity 
V(a. v)= ( I I+K) (u  r) on F. (2.2) 
Here, V and K denote the boundary integral operators associated with the simple and double layer 
potentials, respectively, which are defined by 
(V2)(x):= fr E(x,y)2(y)dsy Vx E F, V)~EH-1/z(ff), 
where E(x,y):= 1/2r~log {1/(Ix- Yl)} is the fundamental solution of the Laplacian. 
The main properties of these operators are stated in the following lemma (see [5, 17]). 
Lemma 2.1. For a boundary F of class C °'j, and for each 6 E [-½, ½], the operators V "H-'/2+a(F) 
---+Hl/2+a(F) and K :HI/2+~(F)--+HI/2+a(F) are continuous. In addition, ~ diam(f20)< 1, V is bi- 
jective. 
Hence, throughout the rest of the paper we assume that F is of class C °'~ and that diam(O0) < I. 
According to the previous lemma, we can define the continuous linear operator A :Ht/2(F) > 
H-I/2(F), 
c//','2(r), 
which is also continuous from HI/2+~(F) into H-1,"2+a(F) for all 6 6 [-½, ½]. In addition, it is not 
difficult to prove (cf. [4]) that 
(2,A2) ~> 0 V2EHi/2(F), (2.3) 
where (.,-) stands for the duality pairing between H~/2(F) and H-~/2(F). It follows from (2.2) that 
our Neumann data a.  n may be represented as
a .n=-A(Ur )  on F, 
which becomes the announced Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping. 
On the other hand, we now introduce the auxiliary unknowns t := V'u in ~, ~ := u r on F, and 
set the notation 
Ia""l 
a(., t) := in Q. 
[.a2(.,t)] 
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In this way, the original transmission problem can be rewritten as the following nonlocal boundary 
value problem: Find (t, a, u, 3) such that 
a.n=-A~ on F ,  
t = Vu in f2, 
tr = a(., t) in f2, (2.4) 
-d iva=f  in f2, 
a • n = g on FN, U = 0 on FD. 
3. The weak  formulat ion  and the operator  equat ion 
We first recall that H-1/2(FN) denotes the dual of/~rl/2(FN), which is defined as the interpolation 
space 
:=  ,2, 
(see [19, p. 10]), where HJ(FN) is the closure of C~(FN) in HI(FN). We notice that H-1/2(FN) is 
essentially distinct of/Q-~/2(FN), which is the dual of HI/2(FN) (the usual space of restrictions of 
the elements of Hl/2(Fi) to FN). 
Now, for the derivation of the weak formulation we multiply the second equation in (2.4) by 
E H(div, f2) and integrate by parts in f2 to obtain 
- j (  t . , c lx -  J udiv,clx- (r l , , .n)r  ~ + (~, , .n )=0,  (3.1) 
where q :=-  u E/QI/2(FN) is a further unknown and (',')r, denotes the duality pairing on 
FN 
/Qb'2(FN) × H-1/2(FN). Next, we define the space 
K:={,EH(d iv ,  f2)]divz=0 in f2and , .n=0 on FNUF}, 
and observe from (3.1) that t E H1 := [L2(.Q)]2/K. Hence, testing the third equation in (2.4) against 
s E H~ we get 
£a(. , t ) .sdx - f ~.sdx=O VsEH,. (3.2) 
From (2.4) and (3.2) it follows that a E H2 : :  H(div, f2)/K. Finally, the remaining equations in (2.4) 
are tested against v E L2(Q), 2 E HI/2(F) and ¢ E H1/2(FN), respectively, which gives 
-£  vd ivedx=f~ fvdx VvEL2(Q), (3.3) 
- (2, a. n) - (2,A ~) =0 V2 c_HI/2(F), (3.4) 
and 
(¢,a. n}rN = (ff,Y)rN V¢ E H''2(FN). (3.5) 
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Collecting (3.1)-(3.5), we see that the weak formulation of (2.4) reads: Find (t, a, 4, u, q)E H~ × 
112 x H1/2(F) × L2(f2) × t7Im(FN) such that: 
- fa t 'vdx -  faud iwdx- (q ,v 'n}r~ + (~,~.n) =0,  
/+o,,,, ++_£ + 
(3.6) 
- f~  vd iv ,dx=~fvdx ,  
- (2 ,  a .  n) - (,~,A ~) ----- 0, 
for all (s, 3, 2, v, ~,) E HI × H2 × HI/2(F) × L2(~Q) × ffll/2(FN ). 
The analysis of the existence and uniqueness of solutions is easier if we first reduce this variational 
formulation to an equivalent operator equation. For this purpose, we denote X := Hi, Y :=H2 × 
H+/2(F) × L2(Q) ×/~rl/2(FN), and define the continuous operators 
T : X--+ X '  , Q : Y--+ X '  , Q' : X -+ Y' , s : Y--+ Y' , 
as follows 
[T(t),S]x,×x := fa a(-, t). sdx, 
:= - f r. sdx, [Q(a, 
[Q(t ) , (z ,2 ,v ,O)]v ,×v:= - t . zdx ,  
[S(a,¢,u,q),(~,A,v,O)]v,×v • = ~ udivt dx - (~,~. n) + (tl,~. n)r~ 
+(2,a-n) + (2,a~) + f~ vdivadx + (O,a. n)r~. 
Hence, the weak formulation (3.6) can be rewritten as the following operator equation: Find (t, (a, ~, 
u, q)) E X x Y such that 
Q' u,q) ' 
where 0 E X'  is the null functional and F E Y' is defined by 
[F,(v,2, v,~k)]v,×v:= ~ f vdx - (~k,g)rN .
We remark that the structure of (P) is the same as that obtained in [2, 11-14]. 
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The solvability of (P) is based on the following result. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume that S is continuous and bijective, and let J - :X~X'  be the nonlinear oper- [, o=] ator given by ~- := T + QS-~ Q'. Then the matrix operator Q, is bijective if and only if 
J- is bijective. 
Proof. See [6, 11]. [] 
In order to apply this lemma we need to prove the bijectivity of S. To do this, we first see 
that S may be written as an operator arising from a variational problem with constraints. Indeed, 
let us denote ~Y:--H2 × H1/2(F), J / /:=L2(f2) ×/~l:2(FN), and define the bounded bilinear forms 
A : Y" × f~R,  B: f × ~ '~R,  as follows 
A((a, ~),(~,2)) := - (~,~ .n) + ()~,a .n) + (/],,A~), 
B((a, ~), (v, qJ)):= j~ v div ~r dx + (¢, a. n)rN. 
It follows that S may be written in the following way: 
[s(~,  ~, u, ~), (~, 2, v, ¢)]v,  × v = A((~,  ~), (~, ,b)  
+B((~, 2), (u, t/)) + B((a, ¢), (v, ¢)) .  
Therefore, in order to conclude the bijectivity of S, and based in Brezzi's theory for variational 
problems with constraints, it suffices to show that A and B satisfy the usual inf-sup conditions. 
These results are collected in the following lemmata. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ~U be the kernel of the operator induced by B, that is 
¢ := { (~, ~) ~ ~ I i ((~, 2), (v, ¢))  = 0 V (v, ¢) E ~ '  }. 
Then there exL~ts ~ > 0 such that 
A((a, O,(~, 2)) 
>/~ II (~, ¢)I1,,, sup II (', 2)II:~ (~,2)Ev 
(~, ;.)#o 
and 
A((#, ¢),(~,2)) 
>/~ II (~, 2) ID,  sup Jl (~, ¢)J[~ 
(~r, ~)¢o 
v(.,¢)e v, 
V(~,2) e V. 
Proof. It can be found, with minor changes, in [2] (Lemma 4.2). [] 
The inf-sup condition for B is stated in the following lemma. 
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Lemlna 3.3. There exists fl > 0 such that 
Z),(v,¢)) 
I1 (v, sup 
(~:. 2)#o 
v 
Proofl See Lemma 2.6 [11]. [] 
As a consequence of the previous lemmata nd the usual Babuska-Brezzi theory for constrained 
variational problems (see, e.g. [3, Chap. II, Theorem 1.1]), we conclude that the operator S is 
bijective and has a bounded inverse S -~. 
Hence, the operator equation (P) is equivalent to the following formulation: Find t E X such that 
,7(t)  = Q S -~ F. (3.7) 
Once t is found from (3.7), we compute 
(a, ~,u,q) = S- '  [Q'(t) - F]. 
We are now in a position to establish the solvability of (P) (equivalently (3.7)). 
Theorem 3.4. There exists a unique t E X such that J - ( t )= QS-I  F. Moreover, the operator equa- 
tion (P) has a unique solution, which is given by (t, (a, 4, u, tl)) E X× Y, with (tr, 4, u, t /)=S -I [Q ' ( t ) -  
4. 
Proof. We note first that the assumptions on the nonlinear coefficientes ai allow us to prove that 
the operator T is strongly monotone and Lipschitz-continuous (see Theorem 4.6 in [2] for details). 
On the other hand, let us define the mapping I: Y---+Y by l(~,2, v ,¢ ) :=(~, ) , , -v , -¢ )  for all 
(r,2, v ,¢)E  Y. It is easy to see that Q I - -Q .  In addition, using (2.3) we observe that for all 
Y, 
[S(T,)t,v, tk),I(~,3t, v,~)Jv,×y= (~t,A,~) >10. 
Thus, for all s E X we have 
[QS-'  Q' s, s]x, ×x : [Q I (S - '  Q's), s]x, ×x = [Q's, l ( s - '  O's)] v, × v 
=[s( s-~ Q's),l( S-~ Q's)]v,× v ~ o, 
which shows that QS-~Q ' is positive semi-definite. 
Hence, since 3 : T + QS -~ Q', we deduce that J -  is also strongly monotone and Lipschitz- 
continuous. Then, by applying a classical result from nonlinear functional analysis (see, e.g. [20, 
Theorem 3.3.23]) we conclude the bijectivity of ~--. This finishes the proof. E2 
4. The Galerkin approximations 
We consider finite-dimensional subspaces Xh,Sfh and J//h of X, Y" and ~' ,  respectively, so 
that Yh :=fh  × J//h becomes the corresponding subspace of Y. For each (s,(z,2, v,~k))EX × Y 
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we denote dist (s, Xh) and dist((,,2, v,~b),Yh) the distances to the subspaces Xh and Yh,  re- 
spect ively.  We also introduce the canonical injections ix :Xh~-~X and jh:Yh~--~Y, with adjoints 
• / t / . /  • I t • h :X  ~-~X h and Jh Y ~-~Yh, respectively. Then the Galerkin scheme associated with (P) reads: 
Find (th,(ah,~h,Uh, tlh))~Xh × Yh such that 
Qh--Sh (ah,~h,Uh, t/h) = Fh ' (P)h 
where Fh := Jh  F ,  Th "' " ' " ' "' " " • , :=thTi h .Xh___~Xh, Qh .' • t :=*hQJh Yh--~X~ and Sh :=J~Sjh Yh--~Yh. Note that the 
operator Sh can be written as 
[&(~h, ~h, uh, ~h), (*~, 2h, vh, ~)] r; × Y~ = A((ah, ~h), (*h, 2h)) 
+B((~h,,~h), (u~, ~h)) + B((ah, ~),  (v~, ¢'h)) • 
We now state the invertibility of Sh. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that there exist 5, fl > 0, independent of h, such that A and B satisfy the 
discrete inf-sup conditions on ~h and on 3?h × Jgh, respectively, where 
~ :-- {(,~, 2~ ) c w~ I B((,~, ~),  (v~, ¢~)) = o v (v~, ¢~) e .g~ }. 
Then for any Gh E Y'h" = X' h × Jg'h, there exists a unique S~I(Gh) c Yh. Furthermore, there exist 
positive constants Cl, C2, independent of h, such that 
and 
IljhS~'(Ch) [Ir ~ c, II ~. I1~ v~ E Y'h, 
II 5-1(60-jhS;'j'~(G~ II~ ~ c2 dist(S-'(G), Yh) VGE V'. 
Proof. It suffices to apply the standards results due to Brezzi (see, e.g. [15, Chap. II, Theorem 1.1] 
or [3, Chap. II, Theorem 2.1]). [] 
In this way we can define the operator Yh :Xh--*X~ by 
~--h : = Th + QhShh 'Q,h , 
and find that the Galerkin scheme (P)h is equivalent to the following formulation: Find th E Xh such 
that 9-h(th) = QhShlFh, and then compute 
(an, ~h, Uh, tlh) ---- Shl[Q'h(th) -- FA]. 
NOW, similarly as in Theorem 3.4 one can prove that ~-h is also strongly monotone and Lips- 
chitz continuous on Xh, and hence existence, uniqueness and approximation results for (e )h  can be 
obtained. 
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Theorem 4.2. Assume the same hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Then, the Galerkin scheme (P)h has a 
unique solution (th, (ah, Ch, Uh, qh) ) C Xh × Yh. Moreover, there exists C > O, independent of h, such 
that 
1[ t--th I[x+ II (~,~,U,~)--(~,¢~,U~,~)I1~ 
(4.1) 
~< C {dist(t, Xh) + dist((a, ~, u, q), Yh)} • 
Proof. It remains to prove the Cea estimate (4.1). This is identical to the proof of the Theorem 5.2 
in [2] and follows the same arguments shown below in Theorem 4.5. We omit further details at this 
stage. [] 
At this point we must recall that the Galerkin scheme (P)h involves the mapping A which requires 
the inversion of the single layer potential V. Hence, from the practical point of view, this scheme is 
not suitable for computations. In order to overcome this difficulty, in what follows we introduce a 
nonconforming Galerkin method for (P) which basically consists of replacing A by an appropriate 
boundary element approximation (for a similar scheme connected to a finite element approximation, 
see [7]). 
We first let Hh(F) and H;,(F) be finite element subspaces of Hl/2(F) and H-I/2(F), respectively, 
and from now on we assume that Hh(F) is the second component of .Th. Also, we suppose that 
these spaces satisfy the following approximation properties and inverse assumption: 
(AP)h for all 0 ~< I ~< t ~< 1 and for all ). E H'(F) 
inf 1] 2 -  2h [[-'lr) ~< Ch '-t ][ 2 ][H,(r), 
)q~EHh(F) 
(AP)r , for all - 1 ~< m ~< s ~< 0 and for all 2 E HS(F) 
2g E Hfi( 1 I 
(IA)h for all 0 ~< p ~<q ~< 1 and for all 2hEHh(F)NHq(F) 
Furthermore, we assume that there exists 6 > 0 such that Hh(F) C_HL'2+S(F) and 
H~(F) C_H-L2÷~(F). Let us note that the simplest choice of elements (piecewise linear for Hh(F) 
and piecewise constants for H~(F)) satisfies the above with 3 = 5' 
Now, given ~h E Hh(F), we let g~ C H/;(F) be the unique solution of 
This induces the definition of the operator 
At; • Hh(F) , H~(F) 
which constitutes a boundary element approximation of ACh. Hence, using the results in [17] we 
deduce the uniform boundedness of the operators A~ and the classical Cea estimate 
[[ a~h - - / l~h ll,-,2¢rj <~ C dist(a~h,H~(F)) VCh CHh(F). (4.2) 
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With this, we replace Sh by the bounded operator S~'Yh---~ Y'h, 
[&(~, ~, uh, ~), (~, ,~h, vh, q+h)] y' × y~ := +I~((~h, ~), (~, ~)) 
+B((xh, 2h), (Uh, qh)) + B((,rh, ¢h), (V~, ~h)), 
where A~:Y'h × Y~h--+R is the bounded bilinear form obtained from A after replacing A by A~, that 
is 
A~((ah, ~),  O:h, ).h)):= -- (~h, zh" n} + (2~, ah. n) + (2h, A~) .  
Hence, our nonconforming Galerkin scheme is: Find (th./,(ah. ~, ~.~,U~.~,tl~.~))~ X~ × Yh such that: 
Th _~]  [(trh,~, th,~; qh,/~)] = [F0h] (P)h.~ [Q~ ~, , ' ~h, ~, Uh, 
Similarly as for (P) and (P)h, we now need to guarantee the invertibility of S~. We have the 
following previous result. 
Lemma 4.3. Let us suppose that A satisfies the discrete inf-sup condition uniformly on ~t/'h. Then 
there exists Co > 0 such that for all h > 0 and for all f~ <<. Coh, A~ satisfies also the discrete inf-sup 
condition uniformly on ~Uh. 
Proof. Let ~ > 0 be the constant for the discrete inf-sup condition of A on ~Uh. It follows that for 
all (ah, ~h)EV~, 
II (,~h, ~)I1~ ~< sup 
('rh,2h)¢O 
~< 
sup I[ (*h, 2h)II~Z 
('~h,2h)E Y h 
('th,;.~)¢0 
IA((~h, ~h), (~h, ~Z~)) -- Zz ( (~,  ~) ,  (~,  ~))1 
a~( (~,  Ch), (~h, ~)) 
+ sup [I (rh, 2h)I[.~' 
('~h, 2h )40 
(4.3) 
Then, using the definitions of A and A~, (4.2), (AP)h and (IA)h, we can write 
sup II (*h, ~) I1~ (lrh, ;.h )~ Vh 
('~h, 2~)¢0 
I-'l((¢rh, ~h), (~h, ~h)) -- A~((,~h, ~h), (~h, 2h))l 
](2h, A~h -- A~h)[ 
= sup 
('rh, 2h)¢o 
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[I 2h [I dist(A~h,H~(F)) } ~< sup II (~h, 2h)II 
(~'h,).h )E Vh 
(Z~, ;,h )#0 
~< c JJ (,rh, ~,,,)Ik,~ • 
With this, (4.3) becomes 
5 - C l] (ah, ~h)]]., ~< sup 
(~h, 2h )6 Y h 
(~h, 2h )-¢0 
A~((~h, ~h), (~h, '~)) 
and the proof is finished by choosing Co > 0 such that ~ - C C~ > 0. 
According to the previous lemma, we conclude that under the same hypotheses of the Theorem 4.1 
the operator S~ is bijective and has a uniformly bounded inverse S~ -~ for all/~ ~< Co h. Consequently, 
we can define the operator J-j; :=Th -~ ' + QhS2 Qh and notice that the nonconforming Galerkin scheme 
(P)h,~ is equivalent to the following formulation: Find th, ~ c Xh such that 
-1  
Y~(th. ~) = QhSi; Fh, 
and then compute 
(~h,h' ~h,h' Uh, h' ~h,/~) = S~ 1 [Q'~(th,~) - Fh]. (4.4) 
We are ready now to establish the solvability of (P)h,~. 
Theorem 4.4. Assume the same hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Then, there exists Co > 0 such that 
for all h > 0 and for all it <<, Co h, the nonconformin9 Galerkin scheme (P)h,/; has a unique solution 
(th,~, (ah,~, ~h.~, Uh,~, qh,~)) E Xh × Yh. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 3-~ is strongly monotone and Lipschitz-continuous. In fact, we first 
note that Th is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous on Xh. In particular, there exists C > 0, 
independent of h, such that for all sh, th C Xh, 
[rh(s~) - rh ( t , , ) , s~ - t~],~;×,,h >>- c II s~ - t~ [[~x • (4.5) 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that Oh[ = Oh, where I is the linear operator introduced 
in Theorem 3.4. Then, using the definition of S~, (2.3) and the approximation properties of A~, 
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we conclude that 
i> - c II (~ .x , .v , .¢ .~) I1~,  • 
Having this in mind, it follows that 
, ~S-1  , [QhS-~lQhsh,sh]x;×x~ = [Qh ( ~ Q~sh),Sh]x'~×x~ 
- [&(S~'  ' ^ - '  ' - QhSh),l(S~ QhSh)]V, xv,, 
~> -C  [] S:  h ' Q'~sh I]~ >~ - ~ I] s, I1~, (4.6) 
where, in the last inequality, we have used the uniform boundedness of S~ ~ and the fact that 
II Q'~ II < 1. Therefore, by virtue of (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain 
[~'-,~(Sh) -- ~'f~(th),Sh -- th]X~×Xh ~- [Th(Sh) -- Th(t~),Sh -- th]X~×Xh 
- - I  ! 
+[QhS~ Qh(Sh -- th),Sh -- th]x;×x~ 
{ } >t c -~ IIs~-t~ll~, 
and hence, C0 is chosen such that C - CC o > 0 and C0 ~< Co, where Co is the constant given by 
Lemma 4.3. Finally, the Lipschitz-continuity of ~J-/; follows from the same property of Th and from 
0 S - lO  ~ the uniform boundedness of the linear operator ~h ~ ~h" [] 
We end this section with the following Cea-type stimate for the nonconforming Galerkin solution. 
Theorem 4.5. Let Co > 0 be the constant from Theorem 4.4 and let (t, (a, ~, u, ~I)) E X × Y and 
(th, f~, (ah,~, ~h,/~,Uh,~, t]h,~)) E Xh × Yh be the unique solutions of  (P) and (P)h.~, respectively. Then, 
there exists a constant C > O, independent of  h and h, such that for all h > 0 and for all h <<. Coh, 
the following error estimate holds: 
~< C {dist (t, Xh) + dist ((a, 3, u, q), Yh) + dist (A 3, H~(F))}. 
Proof. We first observe that the computation of (ah, ~, ¢h,~, Uh,~, qh.~) (cf. (4.4)) reduces to the solution 
of a nonconforming Galerkin scheme for a linear variational problem with constraints. Hence, by 
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using the Strang-type stimate from ([3], Chap. 2, Proposition 2.16), we conclude that there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that 
~< C {dist((a, ~),Wh) 
+ sup 
( "Ch,)~h ) ~ Vh 
('c~,;.h )¢0 
+ sup 
( ~hAh,Vh,~ )40 
+ dist ((u, q), J//h) 
1,4((a, ¢), -- ¢), 
/ 
[Qth(th,~) -- Q'(t) ,  (th, 2h, Vh, ~bh)]v' h × vh [ 
~< C{dist((a, ¢, u, q), Yh) + 
sup I[ (~h,,;th)I[~ 
(1 :h ,2h)E  Vh 
( '~h, - ; -h )~0 
~- l i t -  th.g [Ix} 
~< C{dist ((a, ~, u, rl), Yh) + d is t (A¢,H~(F) )+ II t - t~,~ IIx}. (4.7) 
Hence, it remains to estimate the error II t - th, t~ IIX. For this purpose, we now introduce the 
so-called quasi-Galerkin approximation t~ E Xh defined as the unique solution of 
[Y(t~),Sh]x,×x : [QS-~F,  sh]x,×x VSh cXh ,  
or, in an operator form 
"! 07"  ° * */ 1 ( th~ ih)t h = lh (QS-  F) .  
It is not difficult to see, using the properties of 9-, that 
[I t -  t h [Ix <<- Cdist(t ,  Xh) .  (4 .8)  
Therefore, it suffices to bound the error [[ t~ - th,~; [[x. From the uniform strong monotonicity of 3-~, 
we see that 
* 07-  * o7  * 
* . l t . . 
=[Th(t  h ), t• -- th.~]x;xx,, + [QhS~ Qhth, t h -- th,~]x,×x ~
--I * 
--[QhS~ Fh, th -- th,~]X,hxX~ . (4.9) 
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Now, from the definition of t~ it follows that 
[Th(th ) ,  th  th ,  fi]X; xX,, [(i'h~--ih)t~ "! - -1  , • . . . , __ = - - th (QS Q )ihth,th -- th,~]X~xX h 
= [ i 'h (QS-~F) ,  t*h - th,~]x;×x,, -- [ i 'h (QS- '  Q')iht*h, t*h -- th,~]X;×X, ,. (4.10) 
Replacing (4.10) back into (4.9) we get 
c II tZ - II], 
• / - -1  , . t  - - I  / • , , 
<~ [ th (QS F) , th  - th,~]X~×X ~ -- [ th (QS Q )thth,th -- th.~]x;×x,, 
+[QhS~ I Qhth, th th.,;]X;×X,, [QhS~, ' * ' * * -- -- Fh, t h -- th, l;]X~×X,, 
- -1  t . t  - -1  t • . , 
: [ (QhS~ Qh - th (QS Q ) lh)th,th -- th,~]X'h×Xh 
+[i'h( Q S -1F)  - QnS~ ' Fh, t* h - th,~]x; ×x h. 
Using that Qh := i 'hQJh and that Q'h :=J'hQ'ih, and adding and substracting Q't ,  we find that 
- - I  / . /  - -1  / • , , 
[(QhSfi Qh - lh (QS Q ) lh)th'th -- th, l~]X;×Xh 
I - -1  l .  * • * 
=[Q(jhSCh lQh - S Q th) th , th( t  h -- th.~)]X,×X 
~" * - - t  " ' "  S - l '~ : [Qth( th  h.~),tJh ~ Jh - -S - ' )Q ' ( ih t~ t) ]v '×V 
" * ~" S -1'' S -l (4.11) +[Qth(th--th,~),~Jh ~ Jh - -  )Q ' t ]v ,×v .  
On the other hand, we have 
[ i ; , (QS- '  F )  - QhSCh ' eh, t* h -- th.~]X;×X,, 
=[Q ' ih ( t*  h -- th.j; ), (S - '  - - jhS~' j 'h )~V,× V. (4.12) 
Hence, from (4.11) and (4.12) we get 
. po . 
c II - th, ~ 112 ~< [Q th(th -- th ,~) , ( jhS ; ' j '  h -- S -1 )Q ' ( th t  "  * -- t ) ]v '×v 
+[Q, ih ( t .  h th,~), • - l . ,  _ S -1  -- ( JhS~ Jh ) (Q ' t  - F ) ]v ,×v .  (4.13) 
From the uniform boundedness of all the operators involved, it is easy to see that 
" . . . .  S 1 . ,  S -1  ! ° . [[Q th(th - th.t;),tJh ~ Jh -- )Q  (tht h -- t)]v'×V[ 
~< C [[ t* h - -  th, ~ IIx II - t llx • (4.14) 
Now, since (a, ~, u, r l )= S -~ (Q ' t -  F) ,  the Strang-type stimate from ([3], Chap. 2, Proposition 2.16) 
implies in this case that 
]1 ( jhS~j 'h  -- S -~ ) (Q ' t  - F )  I] v ~< C {dist ((~r, ~, u, r/), Yh) + dist (A¢ ,H~(F) )} ,  
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whence 
t .  * - -  t • -1  . t  I[Q ,,,(t~ h,Z),qhS;; J h -  S - ' ) (Q ' t -  F)]v,× r I 
c II t;, - t,,.,; IIx {dist((a, ¢, u,q),  Yh) + dist(A~,H/;(r))}. (4.15) 
Finally, collecting (4.13), (4.8), (4.14) and (4.15) we arrive to 
fl C -  /, t,,.,; [Ix ~ C{dist(t,  Xh)+dist((rr,~,u,q), Yh) + dist (a~,H~;(F))}, 
which, together with the triangle inequality, (4.8) and (4.7), finishes the proof of the theorem. [] 
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